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M. Prokopovych: Habsburg Lemberg
It always takes courage for a scholar to disregard boundaries. Interdisciplinary scholarship, however
much it has been hailed in recent decades, tends to challenge sacrosanct traditions of long-established scholarly
fields. Therefore it takes the risk of getting into conflict with the guardians of each field’s traditions. If a
scholar, besides being interdisciplinary, also challenges
entrenched national interpretations of a city’s history, he
or she may invite even more gunfire by provoking collective sentiments.

cally multicultural cities of Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe, urban centers such as Sarajevo, Thessaloniki, Prague, Budweis/České Budějovice, or Pressburg/Bratislava/Pozsony. These works all explore the
mutual influence of coexistent cultures and communities, but also highlight ethnic conflict, power struggles,
and competing concepts of rival groups’ urban selfrepresentation, informed by ascendant nationalisms of
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Prokopovych’s book focuses on Lemberg’s urban
transformation between 1772, the year of Galicia’s incorporation into the Habsburg Empire, and World War I. It
examines the process in which the Galician capital became a contested city, showing how national groups and
the imperial elite competed with each other in order to
leave lasting imprints on Lemberg’s cityscape and conquer the city’s public space. Prokopovych investigates
the interactions as well as the conflicts of various actors –
officials, architects, aristocratic patrons, politicians, and
activists -, who took part in creating modern Lemberg’s
urban fabric, and shows how collective identities were
expressed through architecture, monuments, and public
celebrations.

Markian Prokopovych seems to have been ready to
take both risks. His monograph Habsburg Lemberg is
both refreshingly flexible towards disciplinary boundaries and critical towards earlier histories of Lemberg
that used to be defined by national narratives. Freeing
himself of national biasses, yet empathetically portraying ethnic communities’ strivings for self-representation,
Prokopovych offers new interpretations of Lemberg’s urban development in the Habsburg period.
As far as its genre is concerned, Prokopovych’s book
stands at the crossroads of architectural history, cultural
history, and historical urban studies. As far as its subject matter and its author’s orientation are concerned,
Habsburg Lemberg can be related to a growing body of
scholarship on the one-time Habsburg province Galicia
and its capital city Lemberg/Lwów/L’viv, to which several Ukrainan, Polish, German, Austrian and American
authors have contributed in recent decades. It also fits
in among historical works which deal with characteristi-

The author’s main thesis concerns Lembergers’ multiple allegiances. As opposed to the picture painted by
nationalist historiographies, the various loyalties of Lemberg inhabitants – to empire, to nation, to language,
to church – were not mutually exclusive; even though
ethnic self-definitions became significantly more pro-
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nounced by the late 19th century than before, complex
identities prevailed among the city’s population. His final conclusion is that in spite of the ever stronger tendencies to nationalize public space, none of the competing groups succeeded in imposing their full dominance
on Lemberg before World War I.

tutions have been mistaken; the history of these venues
reveals a much more complex interplay of actors and
”
loyalties than nationalists prefer to see” (p. 141).

Chapter 4 concentrates on the use of public space
and on the symbolic purposes of architecture by examining celebrations and exhibitions taking place in 19th
Chapter 1 deals with the period beginning with the and early 20th century Lemberg. Architectural restoraHabsburg acquisition of Galicia, and outlines Lemberg’s tion is discussed in this context as well; its treatment in
urban development up until the achievement of Galician Chapter 4 is justified by the fact that the architects reautonomy in 1867. One important concern of the author sponsible for historic preservation projects were often
throughout this section of the book is the interpretation the ones who designed the pavilions and other tempoof public space in the pre-Autonomy era. The first part of rary buildings for various provincial exhibitions. When
the chapter examines the process in which Lemberg was comparing various city celebrations of very different nagradually transformed from a run-down Baroque town ture, Prokopovych highlights the fundamental similariinto a planned and regulated regional capital by imperial ties between their choreographies. Just as in the case of
authorities and city planners.
the erection of monuments, he calls attention to the multiple loyalties at work.
The imperial concept of urban modernization, however, did not carry positive meanings for all Lemberg’s
By the end of Habsburg Lemberg, Prokopovych
inhabitants. While for Austrian officials it was synony- proves his main thesis successfully by demonstrating that
mous with orderliness and progress, for the city’s local nineteenth-century identities in the Galician capital were
Polish elite it symbolized the suppression of the city’s not yet clearly in place, and that in spite of intensifying
earlier character and the imposing of German character- nationalist sentiments imperial loyalties remained strong
istics upon what they saw as a predominantly Polish city. among Lemberg’s various ethnicities until the dissoluWhile the whole population benefited from the improve- tion of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. He also conment of infrastructure and enjoyed the blessings of urban cludes that the city’s urban transformation was not exreconstruction, the stylistic traits of old and new archi- perienced the same way by all groups living in Lemberg;
tecture began to acquire newly articulated meanings re- certain traditions were suppressed, certain milieus dislated to national traditions.
appeared, and certain ethnic communities of Lembergers
gradually lost out” by the early 20th century as a result
”
Chapter 2 follows the changing paradigms of ar- of the city’s
increasing polonization.
chitectural discourse regarding Lemberg’s development
from the Vormärz period into the fin-de-siècle. The varIn spite of the author’s clear effort to offer a balanced
ious readings of the city’s architectural heritage and ur- treatment of the city’s competing nationalities and variban transformation, as formulated by bureaucrats, his- ous elites, some communities remain unexplored in his
”
torians, technicians, and nationals” (p. 63), in fact rep- monograph. Lemberg’s Jews are, for example, largely
resented conflicting interpretations of heritage and com- missing from the pages of the book. Jewish districts
peting concepts of Lemberg’s development; aesthetic ar- – perceived by contemporaries as problem zones – are
guments were increasingly influenced by the political only shown through the rather negative interpretations
agendas of parallel nationalisms.
of Austrian government officials or Polish and Ruthenian
journalists. Prokopovych justifies the omission by statChapter 3 discusses the process in which Lemberg’s
ing that Jews did not wish to pursue the same strategies
built structures and green spaces came to be increasingly
of public self-representation as, for instance, Poles (p. 8),
claimed by rival powers during the late 19th century. In and did not significantly influence Lemberg’s urban arcase studies of Lemberg’s architectural landmarks, the chitecture. One wonders, however, whether a commuauthor explores the way public institutions were cre- nity representing about one-third of the city’s populaated through interactions of imperial authorities, private tion could indeed remain so invisible and isolated; and
sponsors, local communities, and (after 1867) municipal
whether after the late 19th-century removal of physical
politicians. Prokopovych convincingly demonstrates usand legal barriers it became possible for members of the
ing the examples of individual buildings such as the Osso- Jewish community to get more involved into the city’s
lineum (literary institute, library and museum), why ret- intellectual life and the formation of its public sphere.
rospective nationalist readings of major Lemberg insti2
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Another aspect that remains under-explored in the
book is religious identity and its interconnectedness with
national or ethnic allegiances; it would have been called
for to examine the role of churches in the formation of
collective identities, and analyze their relationship to Polish and Ruthenian national movements.

cus on architecture and urban planning, the book’s design certainly deserves appraisal. The research done in
photo archives, private photographic collections, art museums, and libraries was apparently as important for the
author as the studying of written sources. The book is
richly illustrated all the way through; the illustrative material is both highly relevant and evocative. The images
These shortcomings, however, are minor compared to
allow the reader to visualize the Galician capital and its
the merits of the book − the assessment of which would public spaces from bird’s eye view to local detail, and add
not be complete without the appreciation of its visual important dimensions to our understanding of modern
content. Given that Habsburg Lemberg has a strong fo- Lemberg’s urban evolution.
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